
AVINI CELL DEFENDER 

THE 4 BIGGEST MISTAKES AND HOW TO AVOID THEM 

1. Decide to use zeolite but look for, and buy, a knock-off, cheaper version such as powdered or 

synthetic zeolite. 

This is a mistake because you won’t get the results you hope for with zeolite that hasn’t been cleaned to a 

level of ultimate purity, and micronized to its smallest cage structure. You’ll want the best benefits as Avini Cell 

Defender is able to enter the bloodstream and work like millions of tiny kidneys for you as it works in your 

body. 

2. Don’t take it . . . or don’t take enough of it, often enough. 

You’ve made a great decision to purchase Avini Cell Defender, but you only bought a bottle, so you’re trying to 

“make it last”. You start out great, taking 10 drops right away, but then forget about it. I’ve been there, too. I 

didn’t know what I had my hands on years ago when I was trying to help my dog get through her health 

challenges. She had sporadic doses, which helped, but it wasn’t enough until we realized how much trouble 

she was really in! By stepping up her doses to “crisis” we were able to help her survive surgery and overcome 

the dreaded cells that nearly killed her. 

3. Give up, or stop taking it. 

The body heals at its own rate. We can’t see what’s happening on the inside as toxins are captured and 

escorted out of the body. Results can be subtle, and may only show up in blood work. Consider this. If you’ve 

never detoxed, then you likely have years of toxins stored in body tissues (brain, bones, fat, joints, etc.) Allow 

your body time to heal as you detox safely, gradually over time. Never stop. The truth is that we have a 

constant barrage of toxins coming at us every day. We can keep up with the ones we experience today, and 

turn back the clock on a few yesterdays by never stopping. 

4. Ask the opinion of a medical authority who has no knowledge of zeolite, or Avini Cell Defender, to 

advise you on this product. 

Years ago, in 2005, my nephew’s wife has a horrible diagnosis of bad cells in her gut. It was aggressive, so 

when I got the news I started looking for something to help her. I KNEW there was an answer, so I asked for 

help and put the word out to holistic, integrative practitioners. I got answers that lead me to a woman in 

Nebraska who had an invasive bad cell problem threatening her life just a few months prior. Her story gave me 

hope (Yes, she’s still here, and a good friend, too). When I purchased this special, clean, micronized zeolite, I 

sent her several bottles to get started right away. Of course, she took it to her doctor, who advised her not to 

take it as she was “part of a study”. 

You can imagine what happened next. She suffered greatly, never taking the precious drops I sent her. She 

died after a couple of horrible years, multiple surgeries, many poisonous IVs, leaving three young children 

behind. She was only in her 30’s. 



 


